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Abstract. We prove the existence of solutions to the nonlinear parabolic
stochastic differential equation

(d/dt-Δ)φ= -V'(φ) + ηc

for polynomials V of even degree with positive leading coefficient and ηc a
gaussian colored noise process on Rd x R + . When ηc is colored enough that the
gaussian solution to the linear problem has Holder continuous covariance, the
nongaussian processes are almost surely realized by continuous functions.
Uniqueness, regularity properties, asymptotic perturbation expansions and
nonperturbative fluctuation bounds are obtained for the infinite volume
processes. These equations are a cutoff version of the Parisi-Wu stochastic
quantization procedure for P{φ)d models, and the results of this paper rigorously
establish the nonperturbative nature of regularization via modification of the
noise process. In the limit ηc-> gaussian white noise we find that the asymptotic
expansion and the rigorous bounds agree for processes corresponding to the
(regulated) stochastic quantization of super-renormalizable and small coupling,
strictly renormalizable scalar field theories and disagree for nonrenormalizable
models.

1. Introduction and Overview

This work is motivated by the stochastic quantization procedure proposed by Parisi
and Wu [1]. In this approach, the euclidean field measure for fields on Rd with action
functional S

dμ(φ) = exp( - S[φ])Π^M/Jexp( - 5 [ φ ] ) Π ^ W (1.1)

is considered as the formal stationary probability distribution of the random process
defined by the stochastic differential equation (Langevin equation)
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dφ(x, t)/dί = - δS/δφ(x, t) + η(x, t). (1.2)

In this equation t is an artificial time (called a "fictitious," "thermal" of "fifth" time)
and η(x,t) is a gaussian white noise on Rd x R + defined by

E{η(x, t)} = 0, E{η(x, t)η{x\ t')} = 2ό(ΐ - t')δ{x - x'). (1.3)

The stochastic differential equation (1.2) gives rise to a functional Fokker-Planck
equation for the time dependent probability density with the formally unique
stationary solution (1.1).

This approach has generated considerable interest in recent years [2], especially
in regards to its application to gauge theories [3-5]. If offers two new features over
the functional integration formulation of these problems. First, the invariance
problem becomes one of the relaxation of gauge variant quantities to a stationary
state. No explicit gauge fixing terms are introduced and only gauge invariant
quantities are expected to converge as t -• x . Second, it suggests new regularization
procedures which are not action regularizations. Rather than introducing a lattice,
forcing higher derivatives into the action, or considering non-integral space-time
dimensions, the random driving noise force in the Langevin equation can be
modified. This has the advantage of preserving the symmetries of the action while
eliminating the UV divergences in dimensions d > 1. It has been suggested that the
"time" part of the noise correlation function can be modified [6], and this has
already been used in a statistical mechanical application of the stochastic differential
equation [7]. Alternatively, we may modify the "space" part of the correlation
function. In this case the stochastic differential equation and regularization can be
given an interpretation in terms of a nonequilibrium chemical reaction-diffusion
system [8]. These modifications of the gaussian white noise are known as "colored"
noises. The spectrum of the colored fluctuations is not flat, but is of a finite
bandwidth which we may refer to as a momentum cutoff.

In this paper, as a step toward the rigorous analysis of this regularized stochastic
quantization procedure, we prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions to the
nonlinear parabolic stochastic differential equation

(d/dt-Δ)φ(x,t)= -Vf(φ(xj))+ηc(x,t), (1.4)

where xeR", φ is real, V is the derivative of a polynomial potential V of even degree
and positive leading coefficient, and ηc is a properly regularized (colored) gaussian
process on Rd x R +. This corresponds to the regulated stochastic quantization of a
self-interacting scalar field theory with action

Slφ-]= jddx{(l/2)(Vφ)2 + V(φ)l (1.5)

and establishes the nonperturbative nature of regularization via modification of the
driving noise force. The existence proof consists of showing that, with probability
one, there is a unique solution to the equivalent integral equation

<p(x,ί) = - ]dt'$ddx'G{x-x\l -t')V'(φ(xtj'))+ Wc(x,t)
o

+ $ddx'G(x-x',l)φ(x',0), (1.6)
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where G is the kernel of the inverse of the parabolic operator (δ/dt — Δ\ φ(x, 0) is an
initial condition, and Wc(x,t) is a function-valued gaussian stochastic process
defined by

(d/dt -Δ)Wc(x, t) = ηc(χ, ί), Wc(x, 0) = 0. (1.7)

This is not a standard problem in the theory of partial differential equations because

ί) the force (— V) is non-Lipschitz and not necessarily monotone,
ii) the domain (Rd x R + ) is not compact, and

iii) the random driving force (Wc) is unbounded on the domain.

Partial results in this area have been obtained by Marcus who studied equations
with Lipschitz forces in d — 1 [9] and monotone forces in finite and infinite volume
in d = 1 [10,11], and Faris and Jona-Lasinio who developed equations with non-
monotone forces in finite volume in d = 1 [12]. In this paper we present techniques
which simultaneously treat all of these problems, are applicable to infinite volume
equations with non-monotone forces, and are independent of dimension. This is
important because previous work utilized regularity properties of the green's
function G in d = 1 which do not survive the generalization to higher dimension.

In the next Sect. 2 we deal with the "free" process, i.e. the gaussian solution to
(1.4) when V is quadratic so that the equation is linear. This is the starting point for
the construction of the solution to the full nonlinear problem and it introduces the
need for a regularization in all dimensions d>\. We show how to regularize these
processes by changing the correlation function of the driving noise force and
establish the properties required for the existence proof. Section 3 is the existence
proof for a nonlinear process satisfying an equation in which the random driving
force and the self-interaction are restricted to a compact domain—the "finite
volume" solutions. The proof given here introduces, in a somewhat simplified
setting, the techniques which are essential to the next Sect. 4 where we establish
existence, uniqueness and regularity of solutions to the full nonlinear problem. The
infinite volume limit involves the new identification of a family of Banach spaces
which preserve the necessary positivity properties of the parabolic operator while
eliminating the problems of the non-compact domain and unboundedness of the
driving force.

In Sect. 5 we use the techniques developed for the existence proof to study the
solutions to the nonlinear equations. We develop an asymptotic expansion for the
nongaussian process corresponding to the coupling constant perturbation expan-
sion. When the noise correlation function is euclidean invariant, this is a manifestly
euclidean invariant expansion. Additionally, we obtain nonperturbative bounds on
the moments that are uniform in the nonlinear coupling, the amplitude of the driving
noise, and the momentum cutoff introduced by the regularization. Assuming spatial
homogeneity and relaxation to a stationary state, we investigate the rigorous
bounds on the quantity

t)N}, (1.8)
ί-> oo

corresponding to the vacuum expectation value of φN for a regulated field theory
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model with the potential

V{φ) = {λ/N)φN. (1.9)

An important new result is that the qualitative behavior of this quantity as a
function of the coupling, cutoff and noise amplitude depend on degree of
nonlinearity N and the dimension d in a way which exactly distinguishes between
perturbatively renormalizable and nonrenormalizable interactions. In particular,
for large values of the cutoff the perturbative result disagees with the true behavior
for nonrenormalizable models even though no renormalization is attempted. We
are able to show that for large values of the cutoff in nonrenormalizable models, the
vacuum expectation value of the nonlinear potential dominates the vacuum
expectation value of the kinetic term in the original action—even when the coupling
is small.

This result not only gives considerable insight into the problems encountered in
the perturbative renormalization of these theories, but it firmly establishes the
usefulness of Parisi and Wu's stochastic quantization scheme in a nonperturbatively
regularized form. The closing Sect. 6 is a brief conclusion and discussion of some of
the open problems that remain in the rigorous study of nonlinear parabolic
stochastic differential equations with colored noise.

2c Linear Equations and ReguSarization

The gaussian process η on Rdi λ characterized by

E { η { x , ί ) } = 0, E { η ( x , ΐ)η(x\ t')} = 2δ(t - ί')δ(x - x') (2.1)

is a process indexed by the Schwartz space S(Rd+y). This means that given a
function feS{Rd+1\

η(f) = \dt\ dx f(x, ήη(x% t) (formally) (2.2)

is a gaussian random variable of mean zero and the covariance of any two random

variables η{j\) and η(f2) is

E{η(J\ )η(f2) = j dt J dx i\ (x, ί)/2(Λ . f). (2.3)

The measure on S'(Rd+1) (the space of tempered distributions) associated to η is
defined on the σ-algebra generated by the cylinder sets of the form

{ηeS'(Rd+ί)\η(fn)eBtt,...Mfi)eBJ} (2.4)

for any finite set of Schwartz functions {ft} and Borel sets {B{} in R. The free process
of mass m2 ^ 0 is defined here as the solution to

(B/δt -Δ + m2) W(x, ή = η(x, t\ W(x, 0) - 0. (2.5)

Written as an integral equation,

W{x, t) - J dt' j dx' G(x - x\ ΐ - t')η{x, ί), (2.6)
o

where G(x, ί) is the kernel of the inverse of the operator (d/dt — Δ + m2) given by
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G(x9t) = 0(t){4πtydl2 exp { - m21 - \x\2/4t}. (2.7)

Equation (2.6) means that W is a distribution valued gaussian process with mean
zero and covariance,

E{W(x,t)W(y\s)}

= \dt'\dxr)ds'ldy'G{x - x\ t - f)G(y - / , s - s')E{η(x\ t')η(y\ s')}
o o

Jdu pik{χ-x') Γ
Γ U K ^~(k +tn )\t-s\ / , - ( / c 2 + m 2 )( ί4

= J ^ ~~2 2"

In general, the measure on the σ-algebra generated by the cylinder sets of
S'{Rd+ι) defined by these processes are not supported on the set distributions which
can be represented by functions. If we treat W(x, t) as a gaussian random variable for
each (x,ήeRd x R + , we find

E{W(x,t)2} = ί ; ^ - 7 - y V - ^ - - (2 9)

The expression above is not defined if d ̂  2, i.e. W(x, t) is certainly not a random
variable pointwise in dimensions higher than 1. In order to perform the nonlinear
operations necessary for the problem at hand, we must consider related processes
which are almost surely given by functions.

The covariance of the driving process (2.1) can be replaced with something
somewhat smoother. Consider the gaussian process ηc of mean zero and covariance

E{ηc(x, t)ηc(x\ t')} = 2δ(t - t')C(x - x'\ (2.10)

where C(x) is a tempered distribution on Rd with pointwise non-negative Fourier
transform C(k). Then by the equation

(d/dt -A + m2) Wc(x, t) = ηc(x, t\ Wc(x9 0) = 0, (2.11)

we define the gaussian process Wc of mean zero and covariance

\^^()l + '^'-n (2.12)

We require that for every r > 0,

2 2 ι 2 Rd). (2.13)

Then Wc(x,t) can be considered a random variable pointwise, and the covariance
(2.12) is a continuous function of x — y,t and s; as a function of x — y the covariance
is the Fourier transform of an L1 function, and a simple application of the dominated
convergence theorem ensures that it is continuous in t and s. The same smoothing
effect can also be achieved by changing the "time" part of the correlation function.

The continuity of the correlation function does not in general imply pathwise
continuity of a process, and the almost sure continuity of the realizations of Wc is
convenient for the existence proof in the following sections. To ensure the almost
sure continuity of the realizations we appeal to Kolmogorov's lemma [13]:
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Let φ be a random process indexed by Rn. If there are constants a > 0, b > 0 and
c < oo such that

then almost surely the map

x—+φ(x) (2.15)

is uniformly continuous on bounded sets.
For gaussian processes, Holder continuity of the covariance with any exponent

greater than zero is sufficient to guarantee the almost certain continuity of the
sample paths. This is so because the difference between two jointly gaussian random
variables is gaussian and any moment of this difference is just a power of the variance
of the difference. For the case under consideration here,

E{[Wc(x,ή~Wc(y,s)]2}

J(2π)d k2 + m2ί2 e 2ik+m)t β 2ik Γ m ) 5 ]

ddk eιk(χ~γ) 2 2

^ (2πγ k2 + m2

If, for instance, C(k)eL1(Rd), then this is a differentiable function of the variables
x — y and t and s for t φ s, with one sided derivatives at t = s. Then the criteria of
Kolmogorov's lemma holds with a — 2{d + 1) + ε for any ε > 0. It is sufficient but not
necessary that C{k)eϋ (Rd), and several examples of this are developed in [8]. From
this point on, any reference to Wc will assume that an appropriate choice ofC has been
made to ensure the almost certain continuity of the process.

The global features of the sample paths are also of interest. Consider the almost
surely positive random variable,

= ]dίldxWc(x,t)2n(\ + | x | Γ ( d 4 " ; i ) ( l + ί Γ ( l f δ 2 )

3 (2.17)
0

for ε l 5 ε 2 > 0. Then

C I K ~γ~
ldtθ{t){\ + f)" ( 1 +^\dx{\+ |x|)-<d + "». (2.18)

Since this is finite, X is almost surely finite. Thus the realizations are, with
probability one in every Lp(dμ), \^p< oc, for any algebraically decaying finite
measure μ on Rd x R + .

Since Wc takes values in S' and has continuous realizations, the sample paths are
almost surely polynomially bounded continuous functions on Rd x R±. With
probability one the sample paths are not bounded as functions on Rd x R+. This
follows from a straightforward argument as can be founded in [8], and is analogous
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to the law of the iterated logarithm applied to a finite dimensional Brownian
motion [14].

To summarize, when the correlation function of the driving noise process is
chosen so that the correlation function of the free process (2.12) is Holder continuous
with exponent greater than zero, the free process is given almost surely by a
continuous function, unbounded on Rd x R + with probability one. The realizations
are, however, polynomially bounded and p-integrable with respect to any algebrai-
cally decaying measure.

3. Finite Volume Equations

We want to establish the existence and uniqueness of solutions to the integral
equation

ί

φ(xj)= - J dt' \ dx' G(x - x\ t - t')V (φ(x\ t')) + F(x9 ί), (3.1)
o

where V is a polynomial of odd degree N — 1 with positive leading coefficient and F
is a random, almost surely polynomially bounded continuous function onRd x R+.
The initial condition is in F:

F{x, t) = Wc{x, t) + \dx' G(x - xf, t)φ(x\ 0), (3.2)

where Wc is as described in the previous section. By requiring F to be polynomially
bounded we stay in S' (Rd + ] ) . Without loss of generality we may assume V (0) = 0. In
the shorthand notation to be used here, equation (3.1) is

φ= -GV'{φ) + F. (3.3)

In order to handle the fact that F is not bounded, it is convenient to begin by
considering the family of equations

φΛ= -GΛV'(φΛ) + ΛF, (3.4)

where 0 ^ A (x) g 1 is a continuous function of compact support on Rd. We first
prove the existence of these "finite volume" solutions and in the next section show
that they converge, in a sense to be specified later, to a solution of the "infinite
volume" equation (3.1). The global (i.e. for all times) existence of the solution to
the finite volume equation follows from an extension of the argument in [12] which
introduces some of the techniques necessary for the infinite volume problem in the
next section. This is established in the following series of propositions and lemmas.

Proposition 1. There exists To > 0 so that there is a continuous bounded solution to

φΛ= -GΛV'(φΛ)-{-ΛF

on Rd x [0,T 0].

Proof. Note that

\V'(φ)\S\φ\H(\φ\l (3.5)

where H is a polynomial of degree N — 2 with positive coefficients. Since A F is
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bounded on Rd x [0, Γ], there is a Ta > 0 so that

2N1TOH( sup sup |y l(x)F(x, ί) | )^ l . (3.6)
1

Then it is straightforward to see that the map

φ > - G/l F(<£) + A F (3.7)

takes the closed set {φeC(Rd x [0, To]): || φ || x ^ 21| /i F || ̂ } into itself. The function
V is Lipschitz continuous on this set so the Picard iterates

φΛt0 = ΛF; φΛM + ι = - GA V'(φΛjι) + AF (3.8)

converge in C(Rd x [0, To]) to the unique continuous solution [15]. ///
We now seek to establish the existence of this solution for all times. Let Γ* be the

largest time such that there is a continuous solution to (3.4) on Rd x [0, T*). Then
either T* = oc or not. If T* < oo, then it must be that

sup sup|φΛ(x,ί) | = oo, (3.9)

for otherwise the map

φ > - G Λ φ [ F ( φ Λ ) / φ Λ ] + Λ F (3.10)

is Lipschitz from C(Rd x [0, Γ*]) into itself. The continuous fixed point of (3.10) is
also a solution of the finite volume equation, so we could use φΛ{x, T*) as in initial
condition to repeat the argument of Proposition 1 and extend the solution to a time
greater that T* (the proof above only used the fact that A F was bounded, not that it
was of compact support in the spatial directions). Hence to prove that there is
a global solution it is sufficient to show that if T* < oc the solution is bounded
on Rd x [0, T*). This is established by the following six lemmas.

L e m m a 1. // f(x,t) and (d/dt — Δ ) f(x,t) are continuous on R d x [ 0 , T ] and \f\,

+ (2n+\)]dt\dxf2n(Vf)2. (3.11)
o

Proof. Integration by parts. ///

Lemma 2, If φΛ is a continuous solution to

φΛ= -GAV'(φΛ) + AF

on Rd x [0, Γ], then \φΛ\ and | V φ Λ | vanish exponentially as |x |-> oo, uniformly in

Proof (The need for this lemma is the reason for the A in G A V) Suppose
x^supp/1 (supp/1 is the support of the function A(x)\ Then

\φΛ(xJ)\s\dt'μx'G(x-x\t-t')\A(x')V'(φΛ(x\t'))\
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g, sup sup IA (x")V (φ Λ(χ", ί")) \\dt'\ dx' Z s u p p Λ(x') G(x -x',t-f)

S sup sup IA (x") V (φ Λ(x", t")) | vol (supp A)
t"^T x"

x \dt'[4π(t -1')]*2 exp { - d(x, supp A )2/4(t - t')}, (3.12)
0

where vol (supp A) is the Lebesgue measure of the support of A and d(x, supp A) is
the distance from x to the support. An obvious change of variables in the integral
above implies

\φΛ(x,ή\^ j du uid~4)/2 exp {-ud(x, supp A)2}. (3.13)
1/(47)

For d S 4, this yields

|φΛ(x,ί)|^(constant) T ( 4 " d ) / 2 d(x,supp/l)~2 exp{-d(x,suppyl)2/4Γ}. (3.14)

For d > 4, simply integrate (3.13) by parts several times and note that there is an
exponentially decaying expression in each term. The proof for |VφΛ | is almost
exactly the same, noting that if x^ supp/I,

\VφΛ(xj)\^\dtf$dx'[2(t~t/)y1\x-xf\G(x-x\t-t')\A(x')Vf(φΛ(x\t'))\.
o

(3.15)

Lemma 3. If φΛ is a continuous solution to

φΛ= -GAV'{φΛ) + AF

on Rd x [0, Γ], then φΛ is in every Lf(Rd x [0, Γ], A (x) dx dt\ 1 ̂  p <oo.

Proof. Denote by || | | P

T ' Λ the norm. Then note that

(d/dt-A + m2)(φΛ-AF)= -ΛV'(φΛ) (3.16)

and

φΛ{x90)-Λ(x)F(x90) = 0. (3.17)

By Lemma 2 we may apply Lemma 1 to (φ Λ — A F) to find that

o

= -)dt\A{x)dx(ψ Λ - AF)2n + 1V'(φ Λ). (3.18)
o

The polynomial V is written

N , (3.19)
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where aN^] > 0. Then (3.18) says

! ̂  - J dί J A (x) dx "Σ
= o V m

\-ΛFT x Σ <hΨΛ
k=l

(3.20)

Take the highest order term above to the left side to get the estimate

T T

o

N- 2

l m
ΨΛ

2n + N — m\ λ τ?\m
\ΛF\"

(3.21)

Using Holder's inequality on each term on the right-hand above,

N-2

ύ Σ KKI
k= 1

k = 1 m =- 1

τΓ,Λ\iV-fc- 1/

n + 1

m

m

T,Λ\2?H

'T(l lφΛll2n + / ' Λ ) 2 " + N ~ m

", (3.22)

where p(m, fc) = {In -f N)m/(N + m — k — \). A close inspection of the inequality
above will reveal that the (2n+-N)th power of \\ψΛ\\2tι + NT'Λ is bounded by a
polynomial P of degree 2n -f JV — 1 in || Φ^ || 2« -hΛ̂ '̂  This means that there is some
finite constant C (depending on the coefficient of the polynomial P: the ak's, JV, n, Ί\
and A F) so that

| | φ J | 2 / z + / Λ ^ C < x . (3.23)

Since this holds for any /?, the lemma is proved. ///
The lemma above really follows trivially from the assumptions, but the

usefulness of the estimates obtained will become apparent in the next proof.

Lemma 4, If φΛ is a continuous solution to

ΨΛ= -GΛV'(φΛ) + ΛF

on Rd x [0, T*\ then φΛ is in every Π(Rd x [0, T*\Λ{x)dxdt\p < oo.

Proof For each T < T*, we have the inequality

(II φ Λ II 2» + N T - Λ ) 2 " ' N ^ P( I! φ A II2,, + / • Λ ) , (3.24)

where P is the polynomial of degree 2n + N — 1 defined in the proof of Lemma 3,
Note that the coefficients of P are all bounded at T^T*. Hence the inequality
holds at T* and there is a finite constant C* (depending on the coefficients of P
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at T*) so that

+ / * ' Λ ^ C * < ^ . (3.25)

Lemma 5. The kernal G(x, t) is in Lp(Rd x [0, Γ]) for any T < oo and p < 1 + 2/d.

Proof. Compute

T T

J dt$dxG(x,t)p = f at $dx(4πt)-pd/2cxp {- pm2t - p\x\2/4ή
o J

^ (constant) J dί ίd(1 ~ p ) / 2 . (3.26)
o

This is finite for p < 1 + 2/d. ///

Lemma 6. If ΨA *5 a continuous solution to

φΛ= -GΛV'(φΛ) + ΛF

on Rd x [0, T*), then it is bounded there.

Proof. Let p = 1 + \/d and g = d -f 1. Then

ί

Jd£'jdx'G(x - x^ί - 0 / U * O Π Φ Λ ( * ' > O ) \Λ{x)F{x,t)\
0

g JoΛ'Jdx/χ[O>7η(ί-ί')G(x-χ',ί-ί')χ[o.ϊ-](ί')M(x')^'(<ίi'Λ(Λ',ί'))l

+°|Λ(x)f(x,t)l, (3-27)

where χ[0,τ ] is the indicator function of the interval [0, T*]. By Young's inequality,

From Lemma 5, ||Z[o,τ*]^llp ^s finite. Since 0 ̂  A ^ 1,

H%o.r ]^^(φΛ)ll^lll / /(φΛ)ll ί

τ* Λ. (3-29)

This is finite by Lemma 4. ///

We are now ready to state the following proposition.

Proposition 2. Under the assumptions on F, there is a continuous solution to

φΛ= -GΛV'(φΛ) + ΛF

on Rd x [0, oo).

Proof. This follows from Lemma 6 and the remarks made earlier. ///

The existence proof give in this section is also applicable to the case of the
parabolic stochastic differential equation

(d/dt - Δ)φ(x, t) = - V'(φ(x, ή) + ηc(x, t) (3.30)

in a compact region of Rd with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Then with
probability one Wc will satisfy the boundary conditions, and since the Green's
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function with Dirichlet boundary conditions is pointwise bounded by the infinite
volume Green's function, all the estimates above are valid.

4. infinite Volume Equations

The infinite volume of limit φΛ will now be established in the Banach spaces
LF(Rd x [0, co), dμα), where μα is the measure of finite total weight on Rd x R+ given
by (for α > 0)

{ - α | x | — oc2t}dxdt. (4.1)

These spaces are really the natural ones in which to consider the problem at hand
because, as will be shown, the essential positivity properties of the parabolic
operator {c/ct — A) are preserved while the problems of the noncompactness of the
domain and the unboundedness of the driving force function are circumvented by
the damping power of the measure. The fundamental lemma is

L e m m a 7, / / / ( x , t) and (d/dt - Δ ) f are continuous on R d x [0 , Γ ] and \f\2n + 2 and
I V/|2 M f 2 are in L1 {Rd x [0, T] , rfμj, then

= (In + 2)" * J dx e ' m [exp { - y2 T} f(x, T)2n + 2 - /(x, 0 ) 2 " + 2 ]

( 4 2 )

Proof, integration by parts, noting that

Δe AX{ = 72e y 'x t

— 2ΊO(X)

*^; d>2

d=\.
(4.3)

ill
It should be mentioned that Marcus [11] worked with a measure quite close to

the one used here for the one dimensional problem: he allowed exponential decay in
the spatial direction but none in the ^direction. This forced him to require that m > 0
and α < m/2, restrictions which are not necessary with the measures μa considered
here. The point now is that with the aid of this lemma, we may find bounds on the
LP(dμx) norms of φΛ that are uniform in A, We will denote by ||

Λ ' τ ' α aand ,| ||/;

α the
norms on Lf(Rd x [0, Γ], ΛdμΛ) and Lp(Rd x [0, oo),dμα) respectively.

Lemma 8. If φ Λ satisfies

φΛ= -GAV'{φΛ) + AF,

then φΛ is bounded in every LP(Rd x [0, Γ], Λdμ7) and AφΛ is bounded in every
Lp(Rd x [0, x ), dμy) uniformly in A(p< oo).

Proof Note that

+ m2)(φΛ-ΛF)= -ΛV'(φA\ φΛ(x,0)-/l(x)F(x,0) = 0, (4.4)
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and \φΛ\ and | VφΛ | decay exponentially as |x| -> oo for finite times. Thus for any
T < oo we have by Lemma 7,

$ [ , ] - Λ F ) 2 « + 1V'(φΛ). (4.5)

Then, by a calculation exactly like that the in Lemma 3,

"N-IKWΨΛWIΠ + N )

N-2

\ak\\ II l \\2n + N ) I I I Φ Λ I I 2 « + ΛT i

' "" ± X/" Λ — " Λ,Γ,α\m/ιι , . ιι Λ,Γ,α\2« + N~m

+ Σ 1**1 Σ )(\\ΛF\\p(mΛ}

Λ τ T(\\ψΛ\\2,, + NΛ T Ί2" + N-m, (4.6)
/c = 1 m = 1 \ W /

where p(m, k) = (2n + N)m/(N + m — k — 1). The coefficients of the polynomial of
degree In + N — 1 above are bounded as both Γ—• oo and /111:

Hence there is again a finite constant C which depends only on p, α, the ak's and F

such that

II ΨΛ \\pA'T'a ^ C < oo. (4.8)

Since Λp ^ A for any /? ̂  1,

H φ J I / g lim | |<J9 Λ | | / T «<QO. (4.9)

Lemma 9. G is 0 bounded map from

a) If(dμa)toLp(dμa)ifp>l,
b) L ^ o ^ d μ J to L ^ x ^ d μ J i/T< 00,
c) L 1 ^ ) ίo L 1 ^ ) ίfm2>0.

Proof. Let geLΓ(dμa) and / = G#. Then

Z[o/r]WI/(^OI^ ϊ dί'ίdx'Zto.nίί-OGίx-x'^-Oxco.nίOlfif^OI (4.10)

Since

glαl-lilggl-^ ( 4 - 1 1 )

we have

χ[0>T](ήexp { - x2t/p - %\x\/p}\f(xj)\

^ \dt'\dx' χ [ 0 > Γ ](ί - ί')G(x - x', t - t')

x exp{ - a2(t - t')/p + α|x - x'l/p}

{ - α2ί7p - α|xΊ/p} (4.12)
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Then Young's inequality says

- α 2 ί / p + α|x|//7}||χ[θ!Γ]^||/. (4.13)

It is straightforward to check that the operator norm || G\\p-+p

T'a satisfies

j [ ] ( m 2 + (l - l/p)ot2/p)t}

x ] ^ ( | u | + αί1 / 2/p)d '1exp{-w2}, (4.14)
— oo

which is finite for all T < oo, and finite for T = oo if either p > 1 or m2 > 0, ///

Lemma 10. If φΛ satisfies

φΛ= -GΛV'(φΛ) + ΛF,

then it is bounded uniformly in A in every LP(dμa)(l ^p < oo).

Proof Without loss of generality we may take p > 1. Then, by the preceding lemma,

\\φΛ\\p^\\G\\^p

τ *-\\ΛV'(φΛ)\\;+\\F\\p°. (4.15)

By Lemma 8, \\A V'(φΛ) | | p

α is bounded uniformly in A. ///
With this machinery in hand we are now ready to establish the convergence of

the finite volume solutions to the infinite volume solutions in all LP{dμa\ p < oo. It is
first convenient to consider the case of a monostable potential V. This means that V
has a unique minimum and V is monotonically increasing. For such potentials there
is a constant k > 0 so that

- φ 2 ) i v . (4.16)

For example, if

V'(φ) = φ3 + φ2 + φ, (4.17)

then

ίVt(φ1)-V'{φ2)-](φi-φ2)

i - φ2f + [(3/4XΦ! + φ2)
2 + (φ, + φ2) + 1] '(φ, - φ2)

2

(4.18)

since

inf [(3/4)u2 + u + 1] = 4/3 ^ 0. (4.19)
ueR

The procedure we follow is to show that the family AφΛis Cauchy in each LP(dμΛ)
and that the limit is a continuous solution of the infinite volume equation.

Lemma 11. IfV is monostable, then AφΛis Cauchy in each LF(dμa\ p < oo, as A* I.

Proof. Let φΛSLnd φ A> satisfy

φΛ= -GAVf(φΛ) + AF, φ Λ. = -GA'V\φΛ.) + A'F. (4.20)
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Then

(d/dt-Δ + m2)ί(φΛ.-φΛ)-(Λ'-Λ)F] = -lΛ'V'(φΛ.)-ΛV'(φΛ)l (4.21)

and, by Lemma 7,

0 ̂  \dμxl(φΛ. - φΛ) - (A' - Λ)Fγ" + ι(d/3t - A + m2)l(φΛ - φΛ) - {A' - Λ)F]

= -ίdμaUφΛ.-φΛ)-(Λ' -Λ)Fy+1iΛ'V'(φΛ.)-ΛV(φΛ)l
= -\dμaίΛ'φΛ,-ΛφΛ\

2n^ίV'{φΛ,)-V'{φΛ)-] + R, (4.22)

where R consists of terms of the form

ί -Λ')n>(ί -ΛΓ{Λ-ΛTΛ""'Λ *φΛ

 ίφΛ"
7Fn; (4.23)

with at least one of n1,n2,ni > 0 (and, of course, all n f ^ 0 ) . Since φΛ and F are
uniformly bounded as /If 1 in every LP(dμx), R-^0 as Λ,Λ"\ 1. Thus

J dμalΛ'φA. - A φΛy
 + N g R/k >0. (4.24)

Proposition 3. // V is monostable, then there is a unique solution to

φ= -GV'(φ) + F

that is in every Lp(dμa),p < oo.

Proof. (Existence) The family A φ Λ has a limit in LP(dμa\ call it φ. We need to check
that φ satisfies the integral equation, but this is trivial since A V'(φΛ) converges to
V'(φ) in Lp(dμa) and G is closed.

(Uniqueness) Let φλ and φ2 be two solutions. Then by Lemma 7, for any n we
have

φi-φ2)
2" + N. (4.25)

Now choose n>(p- N)/2. Then || φx - φ2 | | / = 0. ///
Everything but the continuity of the solution has been established at this point.

The finite volume solutions also converge, however, in the Banach space of
continuous functions Cα with norm

| | /IL α = supsupexp{-α 2 t-α |x | } | / (x , t ) | . (4.26)

(Note that this is not the norm on L00 (dμa): since μα and Lebesgue measure have the
same negligible sets, L00 (dμa) = L00 (Lebesgue).) This is established by the following
lemma:

Lemma 12. G is a bounded map from Lp(dμa) into Ca for all p> 1 + d/2.

Proof Without loss of generality we may take m2 > 0. Let geΠ(dμa),f = Gg and
l/p+l/<2f=l. Then
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- t')G(x - x \ t - r ' ) e x p { - α 2 ( ί - t') + α | x - x ' \ )

e x p {

x { J d ί ί ί / x / [ o , χ ] ( ί ) l 6 f ( x /

ί f
/ ) l p e x p { - p α 2 ί / - p α | x / | } } 1 / / ϊ (4.27)

by Young's inequality. Since p> 1, the second factor above is less than \\g\\p

a.
Straightforward estimates show that

\dt\dxχ[0,^(ήG(xj)qexp { - qσ21 + qa\x\}

^ (constant) ] dttdil~q)l2exp{-qm2t} J du[\u\
o - 1

(4.28) + ̂ V^a^expj-w2}, ( 4 . 2 8 )

which is finite for any q < 1 + 2/c/. This means p > 1 -f d/2. ///
Since /1F->F in Cy and /I K'(φΛ)-> K'(φ) in every If(dμΆ), we have

\\AφΛ~φ\\^ >0 as Λ | l . (4.29)

As convergence in Cy implies uniform convergence on compact sets and each A φ Λ is
continuous, φ is continuous. Thus we have proven.

Theorem, IfV is a monostable polynomial potential and F is in Cα and Lp (dμa), p < x ,
then the equation

φ= -GV'{φ) + F

has a unique continuous solution in C7 and LPidμ^), p < cc.
The procedure used above for V monostable will not work directly for V

multistable. Consider, for example,

V'(φ) = φi-φ. (4.30)

Then the best estimate we can make along the lines of (4.18) is

IV (Ψι) - V'(φ2)-](φί - φ2)^(\/4)(φi - φ2f - (Ψl - φ2)
2. (4.31)

Performing the same calculation as in Lemma 11 with two finite volume solutions
φ Λ and φ Λ , , we find

f dμ,ίΛ'φΛ. - A ψΛr
ι + 4 S ίdμilΛ'φΛ, ~ A φ Λ ] 2 " + 2 + R, (4.32)

where, as before, R consists of terms which vanish as A, A'] 1. We are not able to
conclude that the difference vanishes, but only that it remains bounded in every
Lp(dμΛ). It is clear that this is the case for any multistable potential. We noticed no
difference between mono- and multi-stable potentials in finite volume, but it seems
we may have a nonexistence or nonuniqueness problem in infinite volume when a
phase transition is possible. In fact, this is not the case. The infinite volume limit here
just requires a more general argument than that above.

For any globally stable polynomial potential V(φ) with an extremum at φ = 0,
the addition of a large enough quadratic term will change it into a monostable
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potential. Equivalently, for any polynomial V'(cp) that is eventually monotone
increasing, the addition of a large enough linear term will render the sum monotone
increasing everywhere. We may effectively accomplish this for the problem at hand
by multiplying the finite volume equation by a factor e~βt. In general,

e~βtδf/δt = δ(e~βtf)/δt + βe~βtf. (4.33)

The finite volume solutions satisfy

(δ/δt-Δ + m2)(φΛ-ΛF)= -ΛV'(φΛ% (4.34)

so that, multiplying by e~β\

(δ/δt -Δ + m2)le-βt(φΛ-ΛF)~] + βe~βt(φΛ - A F) = - e'βtΛ V'(φA). (4.35)

Rearranging,

(δ/δt-Δ + m2)[e~βt(φA-ΛF)']

= -e-βtlΛV'(φA) + βφA-\ + βe-βtΛF

= -e~βtA[V'{φΛ) + βφΛ\-βe~βt(\ - Λ)φA +βe~βtΛF. (4.36)

By choosing β large enough, the term V'(φΛ) 4- βφΛbecomes monotone increasing
in φΛ. We are now ready to state

Lemma 13, For β large enough, e~βt A φ Ais Cauchy in each Lf(dμa),p < oo, as A] I.

Proof. Let φ Λ and φ A, satisfy

φA= -GAV'(φΛ)Λ-AF, φ A. = - GA'V\φ A.) + A' F'. (4.37)

Then

(diet -Δ + m2)[_e-βt(φA. - φA) - e~βt(Λ' - Λ)F)]

= - e~βt[A (V'(φΛ) + βφΛ) ~ A ' {V\φA.) + βφΛ^

-βe~βtl{\ -Λt)φA.-(\-Λ)φA] + βe-pt(Λf-Λ)F. (4.38)

By Lemma 7,

0 ^\dμ%ie-βt(φA. - φ A) - e~βt(Λ ' -A)FY"+1

x (δ/δt -Δ + m2)le~βt(φA, - φΛ) - e~βt(Af - A)F~]

^2" + 2)

x [A(V'(φΛ) + βφA) -Λ'(V'{φA.) + βφΛ.)] + R^ (4.39)

where fl1->Oas/l,/i/fl, due to the boundedness o{φA,,φA, and F in every LF(dμx).
Choose β large enough so that there is a k > 0 satisfying

KφA. - φ Λ f , (4.40)

so that (note that without loss of generality N > 2)

ϊdμΛe-{2n + N)βt(Λ ' φ A - A φΛ)
2n"N ^ R2/k9 (4.41)

where R2 ->0 as /I,/I ' | 1. ///

We may now prove the following
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Theorem. IfV is a polynomial of even degree with positive leading coefficient, and F is
in Ca and LF(dμΛ\p < GO, then the equation

φ= -GV'{φ) + F

has a unique continuous solution in Cα and LP(dμa\p < oc.

Proof (Existence) By Lemma 13, there is a β so that e~βΐ A φΛ has a limit in every
Lf(dμy): call it e'βtφ. Since

e-βtφΛ = e-βtAφΛ + e-βt(\ -Λ)φΛi (4.42)

and φΛis uniformly bounded in every Lp(dμσ),e"βt φ Λconverges to e~βΐ φ in each
lf{dμx). Choose α2 > β. Then for ί/p = ί/q + 1/r, 1 < g < α2/β,

^ I I ^ Ί I / I K β - ^ Λ - ^ ^ ) ! ! / — > 0 as Λ t i , (4.43)

so that φΛ^φ in every ί/(dμα),α2 > jβ. Hence φ satisfies

φ = - G F ( φ ) + F, (4.44)

and is continuous by Lemma 12. For a2 ^ /J, Lemma 10 ensures that the φΛ's are

bounded in each Lp(dμa) uniformly in Λ, so there is a weakly convergent sequence
ψΛ,n^φ'ELp{dμa). But e~βtφΛin->e~βt φ strongly in Lp(dμJ, so φ = φ almost
everywhere in Rd x R+ and φeLp(dμσ). Lemma 12 guarantees that φeC7 for every
α > 0 .

(Uniqueness) Let φ1 and φ2 be two solutions. Then by multiplying by e~βt for a
large enough /?, it is easy to see that e"β t φ ι = e""/?ί φ 2 almost everywhere in Rd x R f .
Hence φj = φ 2 . ///

The theorem above gives exponential bounds on the finite volume solutions. We
may also establish polynomial bounds. The measures μα are convenient due to the
validity of Lemma 7, but other measures may be utilized with the same result. The
analog to Lemma 7 is

Lemma 14. Let p{x, ί)eLL(Kd x [0, T]) with

W^K cc.

Let f and {d/dt-Δ)fbe continuous with pf7n + 2, p\Vf\2n + 2eti(Rd x [0, T]). Then

ίdtdxχ[0,T]pf2n+1(d/dt-Δ)f

= (In + 2)" ι j dx [/?(x, T)f(x, T)2n + 2 - p(x, 0)/(x, 0)2n + 2 ]

- (2/7 + ly^

- (2n + 2)" x j dx p(x, 0)/(x, 0) 2"+ 2

J 2 + 2. (4,45)

(4.46)

Proof integration by parts, as in Lemma 7. ///
Choose p(x, ί) to be a positive function such as
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Then by calculations like those performed in Lemmas 8 and 10, the finite volume
solutions are in every Lf (p dx dt), p < oo, uniformly in A as long as the driving force F
is. This is the case if the initial condition is in every LP(p dx dt), and the rest of the force
is given by a sample path of the gaussian process as described in Sect. 2. By
mimicking the argument in the proof of the previous theorem, the infinite volume
solutions are then seen to be in every LF(pdxdt). This establishes the final result
summarized as a

Theorem. Let ηc be a gaussian process such that Wc, defined by

(ΰ/dt -Λ+m2)Wc = ηc, Wc{x,0) = 0,

has a Holder continuous covariance. Let p(x,t) on Rd x R+ satisfy

Let φo(x)eLP(p(x,0)dx\ Vp < oo. Then the equation

(d/dt -Δ + m2)φ = - V'{φ) + ηc, φ(x, 0) = φo(x),

has, with probability one, a unique continuous solution which is in every
Lp(p{xj)dxdt).

5. Asymptotic Expansions and Nonperturbative Bounds

In this section we study the solution to

A + m2)φ= -λV'(φ) + ηC9 (5.1)

and show that the expansions of the process and its moments in terms of the
nonlinear coupling / are asymptotic as / -> 0. The expansion about / = 0 is the usual
coupling constant perturbation expansion around the free process. The ideas behind
these expansions are very simple, but the results of the last chapter—specifically the
a priori bounds on the exact solution—are necessary to bound the remainder terms.

For the coupling constant expansion, Eq. (5.1) is written

φ = φo-λGV'(φ)9 (5.2)

where φ0 is the free process and the term from the initial condition. The expansion is
generated by iterating Eq. (5.2),

φ = φ0- λGV'(φ0 - λGV'(φ))

= φ0- λGV'(φ0 - λGV'(φo-λGVf(φ))) = ..-etc. (5.3)

Since V is a polynomial, the iterates above are polynomials in / with coefficients
depending on φ0 and φ. The coefficients of Λ°,...,/" in the nth iteration depend only
on φ0. For example, if

V(φ) = (\/4)φ\ (5.4)

then the first iteration gives

φ = φ0- λGφ0

3 + 3/ 2 G[φ 0

2 Gφ 3 ] - 32 3G[φ 0(Gφ 3) 2] + / 4 G[(Gφ 3 ) 3 ]

= φo-λGφo

3 + λ2R1. (5.5)
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Then remainder term is bounded in every Π (dμj almost surely and in mean,
uniformly in as /-•O. This is a result of Lemma 9 and a calculation like that
in Lemma 8. It is clear that this procedure can be carried on indefinitely, so that for
any n,

n

φ = 2_i λιΦn\-Ψo~\ ~̂~ ^n+ Rn\-Ψo>Ψ~\ > (5.6)

and for every p < GO,

•] 1 / p = 0. (5.7)

This is sufficient to ensure the asymptotic nature of the perturbative expansion for
the correlation functions when the errors are bounded in the spaces LF(dμa).

Although we have included a mass in the equations above, the result is still valid
if m2 = 0. At first this might seem surprising because of the well known "infrared"
divergences in the usual functional integral perturbation expansions about massless
free fields, but the distinction between that situation and the one here is two-fold.
First, we are bounding our error terms in U{dμ^) which places no weight on the
equilibrium (t-> αo) configurations of the fields. Second, the extra time variable acts
as an infrared regulator before the equilibrium limit is taken. This is obvious from
the one- and two-dimensional cases where A has no inverse on an unbounded
domain. This nonexistent inverse is the desired covariance for the free massless
field in the functional integral formulation. The massless free process, however, has a
perfectly well defined covariance—it just diverges pointwise as ί-> oc. The fact that
our measure dμΛ puts no weight on the interesting (for some applications)
equilibrium process is not a problem. Below we will see how to recover equilibrium
quantities from Lp(dμα) norms.

Now we turn to calculate nonperturbative bounds on

<φN> = lim£{φ(x,ί)N} (5.8)

under the assumptions of spatial translation invariance and the existence of a
stationary equilibrium for the potential

V(φ) = N~1λφN. (5.9)

For convenience we will regulate the process with a simple momentum cutoff K, i.e.

) = 0(fc-|fc|). (5.10)

Also for convenience, we will consider the case d > 2 although a similar analysis can
be carried out for m2 > 0, d = 2 and d = 1 (where no regulator is necessary). The
stochastic differential equation is then

{d/dt-Δ)φ= -λφN~ι +σηc, (5.11)

where we have included the amplitude σ of the driving noise. We introduce an
auxiliary gaussian process ψ defined by

(d/dt - Δ)φ = - βφ + σηc9 (5.12)
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where β is defined implicitly by

\ + β2Yι. (5.13)

The parameter y is a constant, with the choice

γ = N\/l2N/2(N/2)l'] (5.14)

Corresponding to the "equivalent-linearization" of the nonlinear process as
described by Ito [16]. The equivalent-linearization of the problem is the gaussian
process "closest" to the nonlinear process in the sense that the expectation of the
logarithm of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the nonlinear process with respect
to the gaussian process is extremized by this choice. For N = 4 this choice
corresponds to the "self-consistent" Wick ordering of the quartic potential.

Subtract Eqs. (5.11) and (5.12) to find

(d/dt-Δ)(φ-ψ)= -λφN~1+βφ9 (5.15)

where (again for convenience) we take the initial condition of both processes to be
the stationary state oϊψ, independent of the future evolution. Multiply this equation
by (φ — φ) and integrate with respect to dμa. In light of the inequality (from Lemma

1)

0 ^ f dμa(φ - φ)(d/dt -Δ)(φ~ φ\ (5.16)

we have

μ μ » ι $ 2 . (5.17)

Evaluate the expectation of this quantity and apply Holder's inequality to the two
middle terms:

VIN- βjdμaE{φ2}. (5.18)

Noting that φ is gaussian and

E{φ2} = Σ2, £{|1A|N'(N-1>} = C 1i:A r / ( Λ '- 1 ), E{φN} = C2Σ
N, (5.19)

we have, by inserting (5.13) and (5.19) into (5.18)

μ μ { } r ' 1 ) I N - y Σ N μ μ x . (5.20)

Let us denote

<φN\ = lϊdμαr
1tμμαE{φ>'n α^yC^~^\ b = C2^. (5.21)

Then Eq. (5.20) reads

0 ^ -(φNyt + αΣiΉ-ίK<PNyα'N + bΣ(φN)(ϊ
N-^N-yΣ». (5.22)

From this it follows that there are constant r2 > rγ > 0 so that

riΣ
N^(φN>^r2Σ

N. (5.23)

These constants depend only on γ and N.
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Note that (5.23) holds uniformly in α. If E{φ(x, t)N} is independent of xeRd and

approaches a limit as t -> oo, then

α->0

Thus,

(5-24)

(5.25)

A similar calculation, utilizing Lemma 7 with w > 0, will yield bounds on higher
moments of the nonlinear process.

It is straightforward to compute ΣN from (5.13) in the limits of large or small
coupling, noise amplitude, or cutoff. From this the behavior of <φ^> is determined
as given below.

1) K fixed, Λ - > 0 :

2) K fixed, Aσ-> oc:

3) κ->0,/,,σ fixed:

4) /c-> oc, Λ, σ fixed:

/ ΛΛ'X ^ 2.N -, N(d — 2)/2 /c /Λ/Γ\

\φ ) ^ G K {J.ZΌ)

(φN}*σ2κd/λ (5.27)

<</>*> « σV/λ; (JV - 2) (d - 2) < 4

<φ N > « σ2κd/λ; {N - 2) {d - 2) - 4, /σ » 1
<φ N > » σ2NκN{d~2)/2; (N-2) {d-2) = 4, /σ « 1
<φΛΓ> % σ2ΛΓ

/<:Λ^-2)/2; (N - 2) (d - 2) > 4 (5.28)

<φΛί> « σ2NκN{d-2)/2; (N - 2) (d - 2) < 4

< ^ > « σ2Nκmd-2)/2; (N -2)'(d-2) = 4, /σ « 1

( φ ^ ) « σ2/c7/; (/V - 2) (d - 2) = 4, /σ » 1

<φN> Λ σ2/vd//; (N-2) (d-2)> 4. (5.29)

Note than in cases 3 and 4 the cutoff dependence is really the same when (TV — 2)
(d — 2) = 4 whether Aσ « 1 or λσ » 1 (i.e., N(d — 2) = 2d in this case). We express them
as above for easy comparison with their neighbors.

In the limits of infinite or vanishing cutoff (K -> oc or K -»0), the nonperturbative
bounds on (φN} obtained in the last section depend on the dimension d of the
underlying space and the degree of nonhnearity N. The distinction between the cases
is exactly that determining whether a self-interacting scalar quantum field theory is
super-renormalizable (§Ro(N — 2) (d — 2) < 4), strictly renormalizable (R<=>
(N — 2)-(d — 2) = 4), or nonrenormalizable (NR<=>(N — 2) (d — 2) > 4) according to
perturbation theory. The bounds change in the R case, going from the SR result for
weak coupling and small noise amplitude to the NR result for strong coupling and
large noise amplitude. We first remark that the distinction between SR, R and NR
models exists outside of renormalization theory: no attempt is made here to
subtract divergence appearing as K -• oo.

Focus on the bounds in the limit K -> oc and suppress the noise amplitude σ. The
zeroth order perturbative result for (φN) in these models is

(530,
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in all dimensions d > 2, in agreement only with the super-renormalizable and strictly
renormalizable, small coupling and noise amplitude case. The condition for
nonrenormalizability is just that which ensures Id < N(d — 2) so the true divergence
of < φN > for the NR models is strictly less than that predicted by the approximation
in perturbation theory. For SR and R models the limits κ-> oo and /-»0 may be
exchanged (compare (5.26) and (5.29)) but this is not the case for NR models.
Holding K fixed and taking Λ->0 we recover the perturbative result.

The vacuum expectation value of the potential,

(V(φ)} = N'1λ(φN), (5.31)

becomes independent of the coupling in the large cutoff limit for the NR theories;
< V(φ)) is not necessarily small even if the coupling constant is small. This result
foreshadows the problems encountered in the perturbative treatment of these
models in this limit. In the derivation of (5.25) we made use of only part of the full
power of Lemma 7. The L2(dμa) norms of Vφ and Vφ can be easily taken into
account, and when combined with the result (5.25), we find that

I < (Vφ)2 > - < (V^)2 > I g O « V(φ) >). (5.32)

This bounds the kinetic part of the action

S[φ] = J ddx{(l/2)(Vφ)2 + (λ/N)φN} (5.33)

for the nonlinear process. The quantity <(Vi/02> is easily evaluated in the limit
K:-^ oo. In the SR case, <(Vφ)2> is proportional to a power of K greater than that
controlling < V(φ) >, so that the potential can be considered a perturbation of the free
field action. The strictly renormalizable models are a borderline situation, but
< V(φ)) can be made as small as desired by reducing the coupling (in the context of
operators on Sobolev spaces for the non-stochastic partial differential equation, this
fact is noted in [17]). This is not possible for nonrenormalizable models; {(Vφ)}
and < V(φ)} are controlled by the same power of K and < V(φ)} is independent of the
coupling λ. The nonlinearity is not small compared to the free field action, so the self-
interaction in NR models precludes those models' approximation by a free theory.

6. Summary and Discussion

The central result of this paper is the proof of the existence, uniqueness and
regularity of solutions to a large class of nonlinear parabolic stochastic differential
equations with additive noise. New techniques are developed which permit the
simultaneous generalization of the previous work to infinite volume, arbitrary
dimension and non-monotone nonlinearities. In particular, the method of obtaining
a priori bounds together with the utilization of bounded, positively preserving
measures have not been previously exploited—even in the context of deterministic
nonlinear parabolic equations [18]. These techniques are not only applicable to the
study of many problems in partial differential equations, but have proved to be a
valuable computational tool as well.

The asymptotic expansions and uniform nonperturbative bounds on the
nongaussian processes obtained here highlight both the value of these tools and the
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usefulness of the dynamic, Langevin equation approach to the study of nongaussian
functional measures. Because the infinite volume process satisfies an equation, we
have a new way to probe the equilibrium measure. Rigorous calculations can be
made with these equations akin to rigorous integrations by parts in the path integral
[17], but with access to different information. A calculation like that in the last
section has no counterpart in the functional integral formulation, where one
considers only one stochastic process with various measures, as opposed to the
stochastic differential equation viewpoint where there are various processes with one
underlying measure.

Several important questions remain in the study of these regularized processes
defined by parabolic equations. For nonlinear equations regularization via
modification of the driving noise correlation function destroys the formal equili-
bration to a Gibbs measure such as (1.1). Although the terms in the unregulated
perturbation expansion are equivalent to those in other approaches [19], and this
paper has established the nonperturbative nature of this kind of regularization, the
approach to equilibrium and the existence of a stationary state are central to the
applications. In the novel approach to gauge theories presented by Parisi-Wu
stochastic quantization, the approach to equilibrium is crucial, for it is here that the
invariance of the action comes into play. The possibility of equilibrium phase
transitions is intimately related to the degeneracy of a stationary state for these
stochastic dynamic systems, and a nonequilibrium approach to these problems
raises the possibility of new effects [20].

The "space" regularization developed here, as opposed to the "time" regulariz-
ation proposed in [6], is the appropriate one for generalization to models with
invariances. Smearing the noise in the fictitious time parameter destroys the Markov
character of the evolution so that a formal analysis via Fokker-Planck equations (as
in [4]) is prohibited. In fact, it has been shown [21] that this approach is
incompatible with a gauge-invariant perturbation expansion proposed in [4].
Recent application of a spatial regularization to gauge theories [22] involves a field-
dependent regulator where the instantaneous effect of the noise depends on the state
of the system. A finite, gauge-covariant perturbation expansion can then be
developed, but the appearance of a multiplicative noise in the stochastic differential
equations presents a new challenge for the rigorous, nonperturbative analysis of these
theories.

Nonlinear partial differential equations with colored noise for scalar variables
arise in a variety of nonequilibrium applications [23] and often the noise is coupled
multiplicatively to the state variables. These systems are a generalization of ordinary
stochastic differential equations with a nontrivial diffusion term, and their analysis
requires the full utilization of probabilistic concepts (i.e., Markov and martingale
properties and stochastic integration) which are not necessary for many equations
with purely additive noise. The mathematical analysis and precise determination of
the physical content of these models remains a major open problem.
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